YOUR COMPLETE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOLUTION FROM A.C.T.

AIMS VMI can be implemented using your current inventory bin(s) or cabinet systems or your tool crib. The system is created with you and your company’s existing work flow in mind to maximize your savings and ordering efficiencies.

THROUGH AIMS WE WILL ENDEAVOR TO PROVIDE...

• Cost savings on procurement process
• Cost savings on holding inventory
• Reduction in product usage by at least 20%
• Our continued product & technical support to enhance cost effective solutions to your needs
• Competitive pricing, to match added value to your profitability
• Continue to add value to your needs, resulting in both, CUSTOMER and A.C.T. profiting from this relationship

AIMS VMI: Vendor Managed Inventory

FEATURES

- Customer controlled inventory
- Vendor Managed Inventory
- Organized inventory
- Bar code/scanner based inventory procurement
- Eliminates spending 80% of buyers time managing 20% of your assets
- One purchase order per month
- Monthly summarized billing
- Purchase history analysis
- Next day delivery
- Same day/emergency service
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CONTACT YOUR NEAREST A.C.T. BRANCH ABOUT MATRIX TOOLCRIB AND AIMS VMI PROGRAMS
A.C.T. representative reorganizes and labels products that your company currently buys from A.C.T. with bar codes.

- Assures that your employees dispense the right product from the right bins every time.
- Allows min/max quantities to be determined by you and A.C.T.
- On their weekly visits (frequency determined by you) the A.C.T. representative scans the bar code labels of the products which require replenishment.
- Reorder report is generated and given to your buyer for approval, and is faxed or emailed to A.C.T. for processing.
- Order is then delivered the next day or the same day (if required).